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Description
Within the framework of Becchi Rouet Stora Tyutin (BRST) 

formalism, we display that the 4 -dimensional huge Abelian gauge 
concept without any interaction with rely fields is a version for the 
Hodge theory because its discrete and non-stop symmetry 
modifications and their corresponding Noether conserved fees offer 
the physical realizations of the de Rham cohomological operators of 
differential geometry at the algebraic degree. For this cause, we 
comprise the pseudo-scalar and axial-vector fields which appear in the 
principle with terrible kinetic terms but with right definition of mass. 
The negative kinetic terms, for the above fields, are important in order 
that our principle should respect the discrete symmetry adjustments 
which offer the physical realizations of the Hodge duality operation 
inside the area of differential geometry accordingly, our present 
endeavor, now not most effective provides the physical realizations of 
all of the mathematical ingredients connected with the de Rham 
chorological operators of differential geometry, it also sheds light on 
the lifestyles and emergence of fields with bad kinetic phrases. We 
discuss the implications and relevance of the latter fields within the 
context of cutting-edge fashions of darkish relies and dark electricity 
in addition to the bouncing fashions of Universe. an adaptive coupling 
technique is proposed for the aggregate of the state-primarily based 
Peri Dynamics idea (PD) and the classical Finite Element Method 
(FEM). The non-neighborhood PD theory is used for coping with 
localized cracking system even as the FEM is followed for modeling 
elastic (or plastic) troubles without localization. The evolving 
boundary among cracking domain and the elastic or plastic domain 
without localization is taken into consideration. a new bond harm 
version is implemented into the ordinary state-primarily based PD 
concept, by way of thinking about the progressive degradation of bond 
energy and residual energy. The proposed coupling approach and bond 
damage model are implemented in MATLAB framework. The 
accuracy of the PD-FEM coupling approach is tested by the analytical 
answers in elastic cases. The efficiency of the new bond damage 
version applied inside the adaptive PD-FEM coupling approach for 
modeling the revolutionary failure system in cohesive substances is 
really tested through a sequence of representative laboratory checks on 
concrete structures consequently, the initiation and propagation of 
cracks may be certainly defined without introducing any extra crack 

propagation standards or crack-monitoring approach. In terms of 
interactions among internal fabric factors, special formulations of the 
PD principle are proposed. The bond-primarily based PD idea became 
first formulated by using simplest thinking about pair-sensible 
interactions between neighboring factors.

Peri Dynamics Theory
More currently, a few upgrades have been proposed in the bond-

based totally PD idea by using introducing rotation effect so one can 
keep away from the restrict of Poisson’s ratio. as a consequence, the 
country-primarily based PD is appropriate for modeling the 
deformation and failure of geological substances, for which the 
shearing prompted volumetric militancy is an important feature but, 
thanks to the non-local formulations, the numerical strategies based on 
the PD theories are computationally time-eating. In view of analyzing 
large scale boundary values troubles, it's far typically handy to 
combine the PD theories in cracking zones with the Finite Detail 
Approach (FDA) in elastic or plastic zones. a number of works had 
been pronounced on the aggregate of bond-primarily based PD theory 
and FEM. The proposed numerical approach is implemented with the 
MATLAB software program. in this segment, some linear elastic 
examples with a set PD region are first taken into consideration to 
assess the accuracy of the proposed coupling technique. Then 
numerous normal experimental checks on concrete systems are 
investigated to confirm the performance of the brand new bond 
damage model carried out with the adaptive PD-FEM coupling 
technique for modeling the modern failure technique in cohesive 
materials numerous methods have been proposed to deal with 
uncertainty troubles, including technique uncertainty and parameter 
uncertainty, in stochastic-system based degradation modeling and 
statistical analysis however, those methods typically do now not cope 
with the uncertainty troubles nicely beneath small pattern situations. as 
a result, because of the effective ability of evidence principle to 
explain uncertainty, especially underneath small sample situations, an 
evidence theory primarily based model fusion technique is proposed. 
The candidate models are considered as different proof assets and give 
evidences about the evaluated product primarily based on likelihood. 
Almost, all of machine reliability modeling processes is based totally 
on reliabilities of components, which consist the gadget commonly, 
reliability exams are done before the components are placed into the 
machine. Reliability records from the reliability tests can be classified 
into lifetime information and degradation statistics. Due to 
accessibility of degradation statistics, in maximum instances, 
degradation modeling based totally reliability assessment strategies 
are more attainable and focused. BMA method assumes the candidate 
fashions are also a kind of reliability statistics and uses random 
variables to give the statistics, then fuses the performance facts from 
every adaptive model based totally on the statistics of the candidate 
models. a number of research, aiming to verify the effectiveness of 
BMA approach in reliability engineering, had been completed used 
BMA method to combine the candidate models, specializing in 
degradation technique. The Gamma manner, Wiener technique and IG 
process are decided on because the candidate fashions and fused based 
totally on BMA approach. The capability of the proposed BMA 
primarily based approach on the s-credibility degradation data analysis 
is targeted.
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Finite Element Method
The authors argued that BMA method can deal with the version

uncertainty difficulty properly, in particular the degradation technique
uncertainty, underneath sufficient degradation records situations. In
essence, statistics retrieval is a cognitive process that is the matching
procedure among the reader's or person's cognition and the gadget's
pre-set cognition. At present, cognitive view has end up a research
hotspot inside the field of statistics retrieval. The study of data
retrieval cognitive version has laid a theoretical basis for the
development of information retrieval gadget. Primarily based on
scarcity principle, this paper analyses the dynamic alternate of user's
cognitive potential and constructs a cognitive version of data retrieval
based on scarcity theory. After evaluation, this paper evaluates the
effect of facts retrieval cognitive version based on scarcity theory, and

clarifies the specific problems that the version can remedy. In phrases
of the conventional facts retrieval, it is believed that the statistics
retrieval is to find the literature as opposed to the information content
material itself, ignoring the placement and role of the user in the
whole intelligence technique, and consequently the low retrieval
performance is conduced. The assessment of the statistics retrieval
gadget is far from the user evaluation, and the retrieval effect is some
distance lower than the consumer's expectation, leading to the end
result that many retrieval systems have no longer been welcomed via
users shortage idea affords a brand new angle for user cognition
research and will become an important theoretical foundation for
analyzing user cognitive statistics retrieval fashions, that's firstly
proposed by means of the behavioral economist.
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